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Abstract. The paper deals with the mathematical description of systems with a limited access to 
3 data base. The domain of the-data base to which 3 given user has the access is identified with 
the position of the user in some hierarchy. The natural order (area inclusion) corresponds then 
to the position in the above mentioned hierarchy. In this wa,y--a little unformally-the base Irea 
to which the user is given an access might be called his priority. Since the language of the 
information system is the same for all users, the difference in their priorities consists in that the 
same query could be given a different answer which depends both on the query and on the user 
priority. The language with which the system is operated indicates the access to various base 
areas. Intermediate logics with logical constants (which correspond to the prioritiesj are used to 
its description. The principles for operating this language are described as well as a complctc 
semantics is formulated. 
1. Introduction 
The purpose of the work is an attempt tn find a logical structure for data base 
access protection. 
In the system being considered access to data bases is limited according to users. 
In the paper domain approach to data protection is discussed. ‘Domain approach’ 
is defined as follows: Assume we deal with a situation when users of an information 
system are ordered according to a certain hierarchy. We identify a user’s place in 
the hierarchy with the set of documents to which the user has an access. The user’s 
accessible part of the data base, which is called domain, will be defined as user‘s 
priority. The natural assumption is that the higher position in the hierarchy a user 
has, the larger the domain to which he has an access is. One of the effecrs of the 
domain approach is that two different users giving the same query formulated in 
the same language, received different answers only as the result of their different 
position in the hierarchy system. 
The domain approach is described in a formal language created for this purpose. 
An important role in our theory is played by suitably chosen axioms which seyve 
as a basis for equivalent transformations of queries. In particular the rules of 
transformations for such language are formulated and a logical theory valid in all 
languages of the class is found. 
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In the paper we construct the formal system called priorities logic (P-logic). We 
prove some syntactical properties of P-logic. Then we examine P-systems -which 
play the fundamental role in the implementation of the domain approach model - 
and show certain algebraic properties of them which are the main tools for proving 
the completeness theorem. This theorem confirms that our formal system was 
adequately chosen. 
Finally we prove that the formalized system is decidable. 
Some intuitive explanation of basic ideas and certain examples of P-systems are 
given in [2]. 
2. Syntax 
In this section we shall define the syntax of a formal language set up to describe 
certain sets of objects and to make nssertions about priorities logic. 
Let A, P be nonempty finite sets. Elements of A will be referred to as descriptors, 
and elements of P as priorifies. With each such sets A and P we associate the formal 
language 3. 
Definition 2.1 (Alphabet of the language 9). The alphabet of 3 consists of 
(i) all the descriptors from A taken as constants of the language, 
(ii) constants 0, 1, 
(iii) symbols for Boolean operations f, *, -+, -, 
(iv) symbols for equality =, 
(VI all the priorities from P taken as logical coflsfarzts of the language. fkmong 
them we distinguish the priority called falsity (denoted either by pl, or by ;\,’ and 
the priority called truth (denoted either by pI or VI, 
(vi) logical connectives ti, n, 3,~. 
Notice that our languag 2 does not contain variables. 
Definition 2.2 (Terms of the language 3). The set 5 of turn~s elf Y’ is the least set 
satisfying the following four conditions: 
ril A ST, 
tiil OE 3, 1E 3, 
[iii) if I~, IKE .7 then rl + tz, tl * t2. t1 + t:~ 3, 
(iv) if t E .F, then --t E ,T. 
Parentheses are used, if necessary, in the obvious way. We shall ust’ the following 
;ihrcviations: 
G (1 means I, +t~+. * *+t,,, 
I 1 
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Definition 2.3 (Formulas of the larpage 2’). The set FORM of formulas of ~3 is 
the least set satisfying the following three conditions: 
(i) P c FORM, 
(ii) if ti, 12~ .7 then tl = t2 E FORM, 
(iii) if (Y, Z3 E FORM then ((Y u/3), ((u np), (Q =+p), T(Y E FORM. 
AS in the case of terms, we insert parentheses if necessary, and we shall use the 
following abbreviations: 
iQoi means olu. * -~a,,, 
f)(Yi means (Y~ R. * -nan, 
i=l 
a ep means ((~*p)n(fl*(~). 
We shall always use the letters t, S, . . . (possibly with indices) to denote terms 
and the letters (Y, p, . . . (possibly with indices) to denote formulas. 
Now we are going to define a set of formulas of the language 3 which will be 
called the set of nxiovw (denoted by AKS) of priorities logic. To do this we assume 
that there is a finite set Z of attributes, and that to each attribute i E I there 
corresponds a nonempty set Ai c A in such a way that lJiefAi = A and for all i, 
j E Z, if i # j then Ai A Aj # 0. In the other way we may consider the equivalence 
relation RI on A such that the family of its equivalence classes is indexed by the 
set Z and A/RI = {Ai}iGr. If a E A,, then we say that a is a descripklr of attribute i. 
Denote by X0 the set {flf: Z + A, f(i) E Ai}, i.e. XO = nlEl Ai. 
Definition 2.4 (Axiomatization). We assume as axioms: 
(i) substitutions of the axioms of intuitionistic propositional calculus (e.g. substi- 
tutions of the axioms of classical propositional calculus without the law of excluded 
middle (a u TLY ) see [4]), 
(ii) the axioms of equality (see [4]), 
(iii) substitutions of the axioms of Boolean algebra (see [4]) including 
(I) t*s+t=t,(ttS)*t=C, 
(2) I+S=---++, 
(iv) for each t E A 
(v) for every formula 
u (cyep), 
ptr P 
cy 
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(vi) for any p* q E P and f E X0 
(Ipn4)~Nfli)=o)~((p~~~(~)~o)“(~~~~~~~=o)), 
i i i 
(vii) for any p, 4 E P 
Intuitively (vi) states: If a user cannot obtain information about the object IX\if(i) 
in the area D, nD,, then he cannot obtain information about /&f(i) neither in D, 
nor in D,, where D, denotes the domain to which a user with the priority r has an 
access. 
The content of (vii) is as follows: If a user with the priority 4 has an access to 
cvcry inZormation to which p has an access, then D, E D,. 
As an inference rule we take modus ponens, i.e. from Q and c +p ke infer 6. 
We write t-(Y if a is provable, i.e. if there exists a proof of a. We also denote by 
F&a the fact that there exists a derivation from a set F of formulas as premises 
to the formula (r as the conclusion. 
In the standard way we can prove 
Theorem 2.5 (Deduction theorem). 
F’-ia-~pl ifandonly ifFu(cu)tp. 
Theorem 2.6 (Compactness theorem). Let F E FORM md LY E FoRA4. 
F - cr if and only if there is (I finite subset F’ G F such thci F’ t- LY. 
Notice that if the set F formulas is kite, then the conjunction of all formulas 
in F exists. Thus and according to Theorems 2.5 and 2.6 we obtain easily 
Lemma 2.7. For arty norrrmpty set F of the formulus atrd for arry fivwzuia (Y 
F L- IY if ami only if thm exists a conjunction /3 of formulas iu F.w+ that +_( #3 9 (Y 1. 
Let us mention that in the case of classical and intuitionistic logic Lemma 2.7 
alio holds. 
3. Algebra of terms 
WC arc going to show some proi>erties of the algebra of terms which we will ux 
in the Section 7. 
As &fore Ict I be a noncmpt 4 set, A the set of all descriptors and RI the 
quivalence relation on A such that the family of its equivalence classes is indexed 
hv the set l and A/!?, = {A,},, ,. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let IAS suppose that Ai = (a:, . . . , aLi). Then 
l-l =al; +* - .+a:,, 
The simple proof of Lemma 1 is omitted. 
We also give the following three lemmas without proofs. 
Lemma 3.2. For every term t the formula of the form 
t=l =3 I=: w r;C\f(i, 
fEX(, #El 
is provable in P-logic. 
Lemma 3.3. For any fl, f2 E X0 if fl +_fl then the formula of the form 
Mfl(i) - MfiCi) =0 
i 6 I iGI 
is provable in P-logic. 
Lemma 3.4. For every f E X0 and a E Aj 
t- I)?fW-+a =1 
i 1 ( 
=3 f(j)+a=lufif(i)=O . 
iE1 1 
Lemma 3.5 (Decomposition of terms). Let non !-t = 0. Then t is of the furm 
where X’ c X0. In the other way for every term t such 
of the form t =WfcXs nc\iG,f(i) is provable in P-logic. 
tliat rlon t-t = 0 the formula 
Proof. The lemma is shown by induction on the degree of term t. 
Case 2 : t-t = 1. The lemma follows from Lemma 3.2. 
Case ?: l--r = a, a E A = IJi<, Ai. By the appropriate Boolean axioms and by 
Lemma 3.2 it follows, that 
Observe that if for every f~ X,,f(j) # a, then t--f’(j) * a = 0 and Lu = 0 which 
contradicts our assumption. Thus we infer that there existsf E X0 such that -f(j) = n. 
Let us take for X’ the set (f EXolf(j) = a}. Notice that clX\;,,f(i) - n = filcrf(i). 
Therefore 
k-c! = w /If(i)+ w fi f(i) s a. 
f6X’ itzl fEx(,-X’ ier 
16 
Thus 
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which proves the lemma in the case when l-t =: a. 
Case 3: t-t = tl +t2 and for tl and t2 the lemma holds, i.e. there are nonempty 
sets XI and X2, XI G X0, X2 E XO such that 
t--t1 = w fif(i) and t-12 = W /Y/f(i). 
feX1 iel fcX2 is! 
By the assumption non Ctl+ t2 = 0. Thus we have the following possibilities 
(a) i-t, =0 and non l-t2 = 0. Then i-t = Wfcx2 /Ai~rfti). 
tb) i-t2 = 0 and non k--t1 = 0. Then l-t = WfExI /&iElf(i). 
(c) non t-f1 = 0 and non l--c2 = 0. Then I--t = WfEx,uXz micrf(i). 
Case 4: t-t = - tl and there is a nonempty set X1 E X0 such that l-t, = 
‘J/f6 X, fi;t,f(i\. Moreover, by our assumption non I- - tl = 0. 
Thus we have the following possibilities: 
19) if1 =f 0. Then by Lemma 3.2 we infer i--t = WfEX,, /?(/ierf(i), 
tb! non l--r, =0 and non t-t1 = 1. We will show that t-t =Wrc xo_x, mi,[f’(i). 
Notice that 
ii) By Lemma 3.3 for fEXC,-XI and iI fX1 
!- w fif(i) * vi Mfl(iL 
f. x4, s, rcl /lcX, iFI 
I ii ) By Lemma 3.1 and some Boolean axioms 
t- W /If(i)=- W h?fl(i). I$ XI, x, ICI f,;X, ItIt 
Therefore 
which completes the proof of Lemma 3.5. 0 
Using the previous lemmas, particularly Lemma 3.5, we CC Drove 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
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((t~-q=l)n(f~+ -t2 = 1)) * (t1 = 0), 
~f(j)-,t=lu~f(i)-,-r=l, fE&, 
, 
&JfW=M f’(i) ~3 Qf(i)=f’ci)u($f(ij=Onfif’(i)=O). 
iEl iE1 
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Lemma 3.7. For every term t E T and f E XO 
t-t+fif(i)=l 3 (r=Ou$f(i)-+t=l). 
isI 
Proof. If I-t = 0, then the lemma is obvious. Suppose that non t--t = 0. Then by 
Lemma 3.5 
where X’ c X0. 
Thus if t-t + /If\iEI f(i) = 1, then 
I-- YV r;C\f’(i)-*fif(i)=l. 
f’cX’ lfI ir;.I 
Moreover 
k- w (-J fif’ci>~~f(i,-l* 
I’cX’ ic I ieI 
On account of Lemma 3.6(6) we infer 
Thus 
I- W /y\f(i)+f =lU~f’(i)=O 
icl iCl 
which implies 
t\krJ~f(i)-)t=lu W IIC\fG)=& 
1tr f)EX’ let 
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i.e. 
which completes the proof of the lemma. q 
Notice that the above lemma says that every atom in the algebra of term is of 
the form ,N,Glf(i), f~ XC,. 
Lemma 3.8. Let X’s X0 be finite ana’ let a set F c FORM have the property : for 
my (Y, 13 E FORM 
if I-(a up), then Ft-CY orF’+fl. 
Then the condition 
(*) 
F+#\ff(i)+ W Nf”(i)=1 (*a) 
I< I ICX’ IEI 
implies that there exists f:, E X’ such that 
F~(~fCi,=f~,(i)“~lci,=O). 
ICI 
(1) 
Proof. We show this lemma by induction on the cardinality of X’. If k’ = 1, then 
the proof follows from Le‘inma 3.6(6). Let for X’EX~, such that R’= n Lemma 
3.8 hold and let us consider the case when ?? = n + 1. We may assume that 
X’ = X”u { f’}, where X” G X0, f” = II and f” E X0 -Xl’. According to this and by 
the assumption (**) 
Thus and by the Boolean properties of + we infer that 
Fb-&f”(i)+ nr\f(i)+ ‘# h/+‘(i) =l. 
rcl ( 1rl i’c ,x” i E 1 
Sow we observe that in virtue of Lemma 3.6(3) and by (*) we have 
Iii) F.-&f(i)+ -fif”ci, = 1. 
I. I it I 
If (it is true, then by Lemma 3.6(6) we obtain that 
(2) 
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i.e. taking f’ for fA we irfer that (1) holds which, in case (i) proves the lemma for 
P=n+l. 
If (ii) is fulfilled then b,y Lemma 3.6(l) and (2) we infer that 
Thus and by the Boolean properties OF + we get that 
Ft-Af(i)+ W fif’(i>=l. 
ieZ fEX” ieZ 
Recall that 2” = IZ. Hence by the induction hypothesis we infer that there is an 
f:, EX’ such that 
Fc(~zfci)=fl,ci)uMfo=o), 
iel 
which completes the proof of Lemma 3.8. El 
4. Algebra of formulas 
Denote by s the algebra of formulas of P-logic, i.e. 
Definition 4.1. For any (Y, ,?3 E FORM and F,, s FORM let cx = p if and cnly if 
F,,t-(a+P) and&t(P+a). 
It is well known that this relation is a cclngruence relatiw in the algebra of 
formulas. Let for any y EFORM Iyj denote an element of FORM/,. 
In the usual way we can prove 
Theorem 4.2. Algebra ;F/= = (FORM/,, u, n, +, 1, pO, pl, . . . , p,) called the 
Lindenbaum algebra of P-logic is a pseudo-Boolean algebra [6]. Moreover, po is the 
zero ekement of g/=, p1 is the unit element in %I-_ and 
For an)' formula cx, p E FORM 
(1) laI~I~IifandonlyifFo~((rw3P), 
(2) FOI-ar if and on/y if Icxl=Ip11, 
(3) (U~i~~I~l~lPif~=lPll, 
where as usual lyl-S/ql means ((yl*lql)n(lq1*lyl). 
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Last theorem shows that an important role in the investigations of f-logic plays 
a special kind of pseudo-Bocllerq algebras called P-pseudo-Boolean algebra. 
By a P-pseudo-Boolean algebra we understand an algebra 
2l=Mu,n.J,-WJo,p, ,..., PA 
such that 
ii) for i = 0, ,. . . , n pi is a distinguished element of .T& 
(ii) (s& u, A, 3, 1, pO, ~1) is a pseudo-Boolean algebra with the zero element 
p. and the unit element PI, 
(iii) (UyzO a Capi) = p1. 
Now we are going to give some properties of P-pseudo-Boolean algebras which 
WC use in further investigations. 
Definition 4.3. A nonempty set V of .PZ is a P-filter in a P-pseudo-Boolean algebra 
Pl provided V is a filter and for every a E & there exists an i E (0, 1, . . . , n} such 
that CI ~,T,T, EV. 
I,emma 4.4 ([2]). For any a, b E ?I 
a+b~V ifandonlyif b~V(n), 
~r*htw Via ) denotes the filter generated by V arid N. 
For the proof see [2]. 
Denotc by P the set of all distinguished elements of a P-pseudo-Boolean algebra 
\!1”l.~,‘~,~,~,l,p,,,p~ ,... . p,, ). In the following four lemmas V always denotes 
a P-filter in 91, q E P and n, 6 E Sp. The proofs of these lemmas are given in [2]. 
Lemma 4.5. The following two conditions are equicalent: 
(i) fortwrypE P, ifp=+qEVmd’n EC(~), then bEV(p)), 
tii, rc=$hEV(q). 
Lemma 4.6. The foliotl*iflg tcrw conditiom nre equicalent : 
ri I for t~crv p E P. if p 3,:) E V, thr a E V(p) if and only if h E V(p ), 
Ilii rrC+bET(q). 
Lemma 4.7, The foilowirlg two conditions nre equir!:7ltwt: 
I i 1 for twry p EP.ifpjq~~~Q~1dV(p)Z~,tlzerltz~V(p), 
Iii\ ---a EC(y). 
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5. Semantics 
We shall now define an interpretation of the language. We recall that X,1 = 
{f:I+A/f(i)EAi}. 
Definition 5.1. A P-system is a quintuple 
Y = (X, A, RI, U {Q&P), 
where 
(i) X is a set called the set of objects, 
(ii) A is a nonempty set of descriptors and RI is an equivalence on A as described 
in Section 2. 
(iii) U :A + P(X} is a function satisfying the following two conditions: 
(1) if aRIb and a ;k b then U(a) n U(b) = 0, 
(2) t) {U(b): bZ?ra} =X for each a E A, 
(iv) {D,LP is a family of subsets of X such that (X, {D,},,P) is a topological 
space [ 11. Additionally we assume that D, = p1 and D,, = X, 
(v) for every p E P and f~ X0 and for every x, y E nicr UCfCi)) if x E D,,, then 
Y ED,* 
In particular the reduct (X, A, RI, U) is an information system in the sense of 
[5]. The topological space (X, (D,),,. p) carries information about the relationship 
between the interpretations of priorities. 
The interpretation of terms will be defined as a natural extension of the 
function U. 
Definition 5.2 (Valuation of terms). Let 9’ = (X, A, RI, CT, {D,},lEp) be a P-system. 
The due of a term t In 9, denoted Ilt/. Ip is defined inductively as follows: ,
(i) /]a]]~ = U(u) fer each a EA, 
(ii) \lOll:f = 8. 
(iii) lllll~ = X 
(iv) Il-tl~~ =X -Iltll~ 
Iv) Ilh + f2ll.Y = IMIY u Ilf*ll:-r, 
(vi) llt 1 . t2ll.9 =llt~ll~ n Il~2lb, 
(vii) llrl -+ t2ll~ = W - ll~~ll,~) u Il~2ll~~i 
where the operations on the right-hand side of the equations (iv)-(vii) coincide 
with set-theoretical operations. 
It is well known [6] that the algebra of all open subsets of a topological space 
is a pseudo-Boolean algebra. We observe that the family 9 = {Dp}ptP contains all 
open subsets of the topological space (X, 91~. 
Let Inty be the interior operation given by the family 3. 
Assume that the values of the terms are already defined. 
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Defhition 5.3 (Valuation of formulas). We define inductively the value of a formula 
a in 9, derotcd by llcyII.y, as follows: 
W Ilp!!.~=Q,pEP, 
(ii) Ike = ttll:~ = U {@I (I& 17 D, = I[& u &I, 
(iii) IIkt WUILf = Ilajl9~~ IIPIL 
(iv) lib, n P )ll.~ = lb 119 (-3 IIB IIS 
W IllallY = Int34X -[I&), 
(vi) lb =W)ll~ = InWX -II&u l/Pll~d, 
where the operations on right-hand side of the equations (ii)- coincide with 
set-theoretical operations. 
Sometimes, when 9’ is clear from the context, we write simply Tnt, I/$ I/a\/ instead 
of In?,* II&, IIdlY. 
Definition 5.4. Let Y = (X, A, Rt, U, 23) be a P-system and let x EX. 
!a: The information on x in Y is a function fr : I + A such that for all i E I, fi; (i) E Ai 
and s E fI(f,(i)). 
th) The riescripfiotz of x irr 9 is the term t, = fili-,fr(i). 
WC observe that f, is uniquely defined. Moreover if we know f, for all .Y E X, 
then we can reconstruct the function U by the formula 
U(a I= {s If,(i) = a for the unique i E I such that n E Ai}. 
Definition 5.5. A P-system Y is selectice if for every s E X, /If.,/):, = {s}. Thus a 
wlcctivc P-svstem is a P-system ir which every object is identified with information 
on .Y in Y, i.e. f, =x. Thl?n {f,] = ~~.fi,E~f~(i)~~.l~. 
In this paper we shafl consider only selective P-systems.. We can do it without 
anv limitation because every P-system is elementary equivalent to a selective 
P-system. Indeed, let .Y = (X, A, R,, U, 5’) be a P-system. It is not difficult to prove 
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Definition 5.7. We will say that a P-system Ysatisfies a formula cy, or (Y is true in 
9, denoted by Yl== (Y, if I1a11~ =X, i.e. 
Yl=ff if and only if [Icy 119 = X. 
Lemma 5.8. Let Ybe a P-system. If f & D,, then 
Proof. On account of Definition 5.3 we infer that 
ll~fci)=ojl=U{o,l4nn~(f(i))=~pnB} 
icl 
= u (4 If g DA. 
Because of this and the assumption .hat f ti D, 
Int(X - 3, uU{D,lf & D,) 
2Int(X--D,uD,)=X. El 
Now we explain the contents of Lemma 5.8. We recall that we can consider Y 
as a selective system. The last lemma shows that if a user does not obtain information 
about x in the area of the priority r, then the formula which states: “For the priority 
r the set of informations on the object x in 9’ is empty” is satisfied in the P-system 
40 c .
In a similar way we may explain the content of the following 
Lemma 5.9. rf f E D,, then 
Proof. By the definition of valuation of formulas and terms 
II (r*fif(i) = 0 )I = sup{D, 1 D, 1~ D, c u{Dr if 6f D,,}. Ii1 
Thus, because f e D, we have that f & D, which gives the required equality. ‘J 
Theorem 5.10 (Adequacy of axiomatization). If a is an axior:l, then llcy/:f = X, HJhere 
Se is afzy P-system. 
Proof. It is well known that the algebra of all open subsets of a topological space 
is a pseudo-Boolean algebra. So by the definition of valuation the axioms of the 
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first group are true. By the same reasons the axioms from group (ii) and (iii) are 
true. On account of Definition 5.1 (iii) the axioms from group (iv) are satisfied in 
any P-system. 
Let a! be the form UpeP (/I ep). Then in virtue of valuation of formulas 
Our valuation was defined in such a way that @II ’ 1s o p en subset of the topological 
space (X, {D,},,p). Hence there is an r E P such that @II = D,. Thus for some r, 
Int((X -@II) u D,) n Int((X -D,) u lj@/> =X, which proves that the formula of the 
form Up6 P ( j3 ep) is satisfied in every P-system. 
Now let (Y be the form (vi). We have to prove that 
3 (( p*fif(i)=O u q*Nfii)=O =x. ICI ) ( icl ))I 
Consider two cases: 
Cu.~e I: f&D,, n D,, i.e. either f & D, or f& D,,. Then by Lemma 5.8 
= ;(p”qI*fif(i)=O 
II 
I )ll *x=x. ic I 
C’lcse 2: f~ D, nD,, i.e. _f~ D, and f ED,!. By Lemma 5.9 
/Ifx;)= ‘M\f!i,=O I I*4 II II =+ I fif(i,=O,=X. icl 
Suppose now that a is of the form (vii). We want to show that 
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We shall examine two cases: 
Case 1: f&D,. Then by Lemma 5.8 llqqjl= X. 
Case 2: (a) f E D, and f E D,. Then by Lemma 5.9 IIqfll =X. 
(b) f E Dp and f t& D,. Then Ilqll= Ilnr\i=I f(i) = 011. 
By the above remarks we have that 
We observe now that 
D,~D,=~~~{D,)D,~D,,ED,~=~~~{D,~(D,~D,~-D,=Q)) 
= sup{Dz ] for every f E D, - DC,, f & Dz ) 
=,.DnD wWzIf~W=r DcD I/kfci)=Ol/. 
s P ‘1 Ep q 
Thus llcr II = X which completes the proof of Theorem 5.10. !3 
Definition 5.11. A P-systen. Y satisfies a set of formulas F provided 9’ satisfies 
every formula a E F. 
In the standard way we prove 
Theorem 5.12 (Adequacy of inference). Let Fhe a set of formulas. For every formda 
CY ifFt-a, then /la\/:+ =Xf or every P-system Y’ which satisfies the set F. 
6. Properties of P-systems 
Let Y’= (X, A, RI, U, {D,),,p) be a P-system. We recall that a formula LY is 
satisfied in a P-system Y if its interpretation /Ia jjy equals to the area of ;xiori+p pl, 
i.e. /cr I\= D,, = X. 
In other words if jjaIj:f = X, then a is valid in the area of the priority ~1. 
In practice we often ask whether a formula (Y is valid in the area of a priority 
p, where p #pl, p E P. 
Definiticsn 6.1. Let Y be a P-system and let p E P. A formula (Y is said to be did 
itt the area of the priority p if 
Yk=(p*, ). 
An intuitive motivation of Definition 6.1 is as follows: If a user asks about a 
formula Q’, then the system response is ‘yes’ when I!( g +a)&/ =X, i.e. the last 
equality says that the priority of the user is c, 1 and each user with the priority p 
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has an access to information 01; LY in D,. According to this if cy is valid for every 
priority p E P, then the P-system satifies (Y. In the sequel we say (Y is p-valid, denoted 
by Y)~=,,(Y, instead of cy is valid in the area of the priority p. Thus 
Yl==,a if and only if Yl=(p+(~). 
Lemma 6.2, For any P-system 9 and each priority p E P, 
,ybll(a np) if and only if .Y’t=Ocu and .Yl==,p, 
where CY and /3 are formulas. 
Proof. Let us suppose that 9’!=,p ((Y n/3 j, i.e. Yk=(p +((u np)). By Definition 5.3 
the last condition is equivalent to the following one: (IpJI3(llcrllnli~II) =X. On 
account of the appropriate properties of the operation 3 we infer that IIplla (Ija I/ n 
iiflil) z= X if and only if IIpII+II~II =X and IIpll~llpll= X, i.e. Yt==,~r and Y+,p. El 
Lemma 6.3. Let 9’ be a P-system. 
la) {iiy 1 )Y= a) is P-filter, denoted by V.7, in the Lirtdertbaum algebra of priorities 
logic. 
(I-J) forrachpEP, {crII.Yt=,,c~}=V,~(lp/~ 
Proof. (a; According to Lemma 6.1 V!, is a filter. We show that V:, is P-filter. Let 
,8 be a formula. Then for some priority p E P, D, = @II:,, i.e. lipll:fi L= [I@II+. Thus 
lip ~3fljl.,/ =X, where X is the set of all objects of Y. Hence Yb(p ~3p). which 
proves that there is a priority p such that p c+@ E V. 
(l-11 This condition follows immediately from the definition of V,~lp/) and (a). !I? 
Proof. WC limit our proof only to the first case. The remaining cases are proved 
in the analogous way. 
Suppose that .I;“: =,,(cY +p). Then by Lemma 5.3(b) jib +/3)/c: V..r_(lpl). On 
xccount of Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 4.5 this condition is equi\:alent to the following 
clnc: 
Ior c’ic’ry ~1 < P if ICq 2p 1; E T t and jtrj~Y~(ly/). then 1@/EV.,iIq/i. 
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Using again Lemma 6.3 we infer that for every 4 E P, if Y!==,p and Yt==,a, then 
Ykqp which completes the proof of Lemma 6.4. Kl 
7. Can&al P-system 
We start this section with the definition of a canonical P-system. Then we are 
going to describe some properties of this system. 
Let V be a fixed prime P-filter in the Lindenbaum algebra of P-logic. We recall 
that X0 = nit, Ais 
We assume the following notations: 
For any fl, fl E X,, we define the relation = as follows: 
f1 =fi if and or.ly if 1 rj (fl(i) = fi(i)) / EV. 
icl 
Notice that the relation = is an equivalence relation. Moreover, it is a congruence 
relation in the set of all terms of priorities logic. 
Let 
.2’-= x,/ \. 
Elements in :i2’ will be denoted by IfI for /E XI. 
Let 
Lemma 7.1.. For my p, q E P if I( p 3q)l E V, then D,, G D,,. 
Proof. Let :(p +~)IE V. Then 
According to this for every f E X1 if IfI & D,, then If I E! D, which proves that for every 
ffX, if IfleD,, then lfl~D,, i.e. D,cD,. E 
Let us consider the following system: 
Yr = i.:?-, A, RI, U, {DPjpc~) 
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where S!‘, U, D, (p E P) are defined above, and A, RI are the same as before. 
Lemma 7.2. The system .YTJ is LX P-system. 
Proof. To prove Lemma 7.2 we have to show the conditions (iii)-(v) of Definition 
5.1. 
(iii) follows immediately from the fact that every atom is of the form Mi,rf(i), 
f~ X1 (see Lemma 3.7) and by L.emma 3.6(4). 
Proof of (iv). To prove (iv) we must show that the system (29, {D,},,P) is a 
topological space. First we recall that the family {Dp}pE~ is finite and that p. means 
falsity and pI truth. It is clear that for every formula a, jp~+cyj E V. Thus 
Similarly it follows that 
Now we prove that for any p, q E 11’ there exist r, s E P such that 
ral D,,LJD<,=D~, 
rb) D, n D,, = D,. 
Proof of (a). On account of the definition of a P-filter we infer that for any p. 
y E P thcrc exists an TE P such that I((p uq)@r)l~V. Thus for cachfEX, 
(1) 
Ey the well-known property of the operation u in pseudo-E3oolean algebras (1) is 
cquib,alent to 
if and only if 
! 
I( 
r=$nc\,/‘cil=O EV. 
I. I )i 
(21 
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Proof uf (b). In the same way as before we know that there exists an s E P such 
that I((p nq)es)l E V. 
Thus for every f EXI 
if and only if 
Now using the axiom (vi) and the rule modus ponens and the fact that V is prime 
we infer that if I(S=$fiiE,f(i)=O)(EV, then j(pjmi.,f(i)=O)j~V or 
](q ~Ni~,f(i) = O)tE V. The last condition denotes that for every f~ X1 if IfI & D,, 
then IflaD, or tfl&Dra,, i.e. D,~D,ED,. 
On the other hand, we know that \(s 3(p nq))l E V, i.e. I(s +p)l E V and I(s Jq j/ E 
V. Using Lemma 7.1 we obtain that D, r Dp A DC,’ which completes the proof of (bj. 
The conditions (a), (bj and the fact that D,,, = Q) and D,, = Y prove that the system 
(T, {Dp}pCp) is a topological space. 
Proof of (v). Let us suppose that for k = 1, 2, 1fkIEni.I UCfCi)). Then by the 
definition 
I.et jfll~D,, i.e. Ip”nr\ltrIfl(i)=Ol&V. We want to prove that Ip+fi,+,,f~(ij= 
010. 
In this purpose we observe that by Lemma 3.6(5) and (a) 
Thus 
According to Lemma 3.6(7) we get that 
nr\f,(i)=/y/-dil EV. 
Ii I ,- I 
Now using the axioms of equality and our assumption we obtain that 
In the sequel we cal’ the system 9’~ = G!?, A, Rr, U, {Dp}f)EP) defined above a 
cc~~zonicai P-systent determined by a prime P-filter V, or briefly a canonical P-system. 
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Now we intend to discuss some properties of canonical P-systems. The properties 
of P-filters in P-pseudo-Boolean algebras which were described in Section 4 play 
an important role in our considerations. Recall that the Lindenbaum algebra of 
P-logic is a P-pseudo-Boolean algebra and a canonical P-system is determined by 
a prime P-filter in the Lindenbaum algebra. 
Lemma 7.3. Let ,Y’v be a canonical P-system. Therz for any p, q E P, 
Proof. Suppose lpj+jq1 E V. Then by Lemma 7.1 we have D,, E D4. Thus 
\I( p Jq& = %‘. By Definition 6.1 the last equality means that 9%b (p Jq), i.e. 
.‘/r i=pq. 
Let us suppose now that S&k,,q. In the same way as before we can show that 
D,, c D,. Thus for every r E P, D,, n D, c D,, n D,. Arguing the same way as in the 
proof of Lemma 7.2 we may assume that D, n D, = .D, for some priority s such 
that /isa(p n r))l E V. Similarly we know that for some f F P such that )(t@(q n r))] E 
V, D,, u D, = D,. 
Irving the de,iinition of D’s we infer that for every r E P and for every f E X1, 
I( (qnr)=3fif(i)=0 I. I )I EV implies ‘( , (yr~r~Jfi,,.If(i)=O )I EV. 
Thus rend by I .cmma 3.4 for every r E P and for every f E S,, 
A simple fact which is needed in the proof is that l(rJyl)l~V and V(lpll’)=V. On 
account of Lemma 4.5 and the above remark we conclude that 
I 1 ! for every f E XI, 
According t<j t 1; and (2) we obtain that for e\*ery ,f~ X0, 
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We recall that the set X0 is finite. Thus 
Now by the axiom (vii) we infer that i(p=+s>l E V which completes the proof of 
Lemma 7.3. 0 
Lemma 7.4. Let YV be a canonical P-system. 
(a) ForanyfEX,, 
= {If'l: f -f'h .~
v 
(b) For any f EXo-X1, Iln(\i~~f(i)llrr,=@ 
Proof. (a) Let us suppose that If’l~ ljfiiE, f (i)llyq. By the definition of interpretation 
of terms we infer that for every i E I, If’/ E lif(i)&f, = U( f(i)). Thus 
On account of Lemma 3.6(5) we obtain that Iniclf’(i) = f(i)1 E V which proves that 
f’-f. 
(b) Let us assume that f’ E X1 and If’\ E \lfiiEl f (i)l!c+ In the same way as previously 
we can prove that our assumption isequivalent tof’=f. Mor,:over IMit;f(i) = 01 E V. 
Thus Ifiiclf’(i) =Ol EV. By the definition of X1 we have that f’&XI. A CcJntira- 
diction. LII 
Lemma 7.5. For rach term t 
Proof. Let 1 f 1E i!t\l.+ In virtue of Lemma 3.5 for every term t there exists a finite 
subset X’EX,, such that t =W ,-t,~’ h,6,f’!i). Hence Ijtlj~~, = IIW~F,~~ fithj f’(i&, 
and there is a f” c X’ such that lfl~ IIfllt-~f’“(i)jI:~,. 
Consider two cases: 
(1) f))EX,, 
(2) f))EX,j_X,. 
Let us assume that (1) is fulfilled. Then by Lemma 7.4(a) f-f”. On account of 
the definition :>f = we infer that lnic, f(i) =f”(i)j E V. According to Lemma 3.6(6) 
we have that IfiIElf(i) -+ fli,lf”(i) = 11 E V. Therefore 
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From Lemma 3.6(l) we obtain that 
/yf(i,+t=l EV. 
i< I 
Summarizing if case (1) holds and IfI E lItl(,~~, then 
Consider now case (2). If f” EX~)-X,. then it follows from Lemma 7.4(b) that 
liM,= ,f”W/, = 0. But at the beginning of our proof we , assumed that Ifl~ 
\‘J&,- I f”c i )I\:f._, a contradiction. 
In this wa!” we proved that 
In order to obtain the converse inclusion suppose that for any f~ X1, I,filcrf(i) + 
I -= 11 E V, i.e. by Lemma 3.5 
Recall that C is a prime P-filter. Thus and on account of Lemma 3 8 there exists 
;III &GA” such that lj’-),.,,f~~~- f’li\/~T’, i.e. f-f;,. In virtue of Lemma 7.4(a) 
It’1 +: ii/n! , ,A’, t i )ij ,T. Hence 
Proof. First we prove the following remark: 
:!T’~ ,fif(i)+ I = 1 if and only if 
!/ 1 
(*; 
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Let us suppose that 9’~t=~ /&If(i) + t = 1. By the definition of satisfability 13, E 
/fiiCIf(i) + t = l/1+ According to Definition 5.3(ii). 
Last inclusio? is equivalent to 
DP +Jfw~~~yv 
Hence every Lf’l E D, belongs to 
Thus for every If’! E Dp if If’l~ Ilfiis~f(i)llip,, then If’lE II&V. In virtue of Lemma 
7.4(a) the condition IfI E IIhiErf( ‘)]I I yv is equivalent to f’= f and by u$.ng Lemma 
7.5 I f’l E Iltll.vV is equi\.alent to I&,1 f’(i) + t = 11 E V. In this way we proved that for 
everyIf’lE& iff’-f, ‘henlfii,,f’(i)+t =lI~V,i.e.if If/ED,,, thenIfi\,.If(i)+t = 
11 EV. Thus, by the appropriate definition if Ip+fiiG~f(j) = 01 &V, then ifii,Irf(i)+ 
t =lj~V. Consequent14 if IIX\i,~f(i)+t=l/&V, then ]p+&.,f(j)=O EV which 
by Lemma 4.4 comple .es the proof of (*). 
Now by (*) it is suJicient to prove that jAisrf(i)+ t = 1: E V(lpij if and only if 
the condition (fiislf(i)+t = 11&V implies I~i.~lf(i)=OIEV~IP~). 
Let us assume that 
fif(i)-,r =l ~V(lplj and 
isl 
lfYJ.f(i)+t=lI@V. 
On account of Lemma 3.6(3) IfiiE:lf(i) + -t = 11 E V c V(lpI). Using Lemma 3.6(2) 
we conclude that Ifiiclf(i) = 01 EV(IPI). 
Conversely, suppose that if IfiiEI f (i) + t = 11 ci V, then Inr\i,, f (i) = 01 E V(lpj) and 
consider two cases 
(1) jfii~,f(i)+t=ljEV, 
(2) j&Elf(i)+t =11&V. 
If (1) holds, then IAitlf(i)+t =~/EV(IP[) which ends the proof. Let us consider 
the second case, i e. let Ifiisrf (i) * t = 1) &V. Then IfiisI f(il -= 01 E V(jpJ). In virtue 
of the Boolean axioms ,and thz equality axioms Inr\iElf(i)+ t = 11 E V&f) which 
completes the proof of Lemma ‘1.6. Cl 
Lemma 7.7. For any terms tl, t2 and every prirxity p, 
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Proof. Let us assume that YVt=$, = tz. Thus.D, c lltl = t&+ UsingDefinition 5.3(ii) 
we get 
The next lemma which we are now going to prove plays an importr,nt role in 
the investigation of priorities logic. It is the main tool for proving c,Jmpleteness 
results in the next section. 
Lemma 7.8. For any cunonical P-system determined by a prime P-.filter Q and for 
each formula a and priority p 
.‘T,I=,,‘Y if dnd only if I(Y[E Qf/pl). 
Procnf. In order to prove this Iemma we use induction by the length of formula LY. 
In this purpose we should check the following cases: 
(1 I Q is of the form 4, where 4 is any priority, 
(2) (Y is of the form tl = f7, where t l, t2 are any terms, 
(3) cy is of the form p 0 y, where @, y are any formulas and 0 is one of the 
connectives ld, f\, =+, 
(41 a is of the form lp, where,p is-any formula. 
Ccrsr 1: This case fohows immediately from Lemmas 7.3 and 4.4. 
CUW 2: Let us suppose that u is of the form [I = t? and t, = r~~Q(lyl~. Thus and 
by Lemma 3.614) 
since: for every fEXo, \(r;C\l,llfli)+ti = l)e(fii;rf(i )+ t;! = I)) E Q(jpl). According 
to Lemma 4.6 we get that for every f E X,I’ and every q E P if lqI=+lpl, then the 
condition ifi,.- /f(i) -, r-l = 11 EQ\jyJ) is equivalent to Ifiic ,f(i)+ t, = 11 E Q(lqJ). In 
virtue of Iemmas 4.4, 7.3 and 7.6 we infer that for every f~ XI, and every y E P 
if .‘Fr kI, p, then the condition YvF=,[ A;: rf(ij + rl = 1 is equivalent to 
.:j, E- .i fi;. ,f(il+l:= 1. 
Hv Ixmma 6.4 the last condition is equivalent to 
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In virtue of Lemma 4.5, (i) is equivalent to 
(ii) foreveryqEPif Irlj+lpl~Vand l~I~V(lql), then Iyl~V(lql). 
Thus and by Lemmas 6.2, 7.3 and the induction hypothesis we infer that 
foreveryqEPifIq(J(pJEVand(pIEV(lqj),thenlyIEV(lqI). 
Using again Lemma 4.5 we get that Ipj*lyl E V(lpI). 
Notice that every step in the above proof can be replaced by equivalence. So 
we pioved (a). 
(b) Let Q be of the_ form (p u y) and let for j3 and y Lemma 7.8 be true. 
Moreover let SJ’~I=~ (p u y). Thus IpI u IyI E VJfJlpJ). On account of Lemma 4.8 we 
conclude that for some priorities 4 and r-. Ipl3(lql u Irl) E VY+ IpI E V&)ql) and 
Iyl E V&l). 1 n virtue of Lemmas 6.2,7.3 and the induction hypothesis we get that 
for some q, REP, Ipj+(l~lulrl)~V, I@j~V(lql) and Iyl~V(l~l). Using again Lemma 
4.8 we obtain that IpI u IyI E V(JpJ). 
Notice as previous that every step in the above proof can be replaced by 
equivalence. So we proved this lemma for of the form (p u y). 
The remaining cases are proven in a similar way. El 
8. Completeness theorem 
Let us take a tixed P-system Y. LJsing our rule of inference, i.e. modus ponens, 
we may generate from our axioms certain formulas which, by Theorems 5.10 and 
5.12, are true in 9. It is easy to prove that not every formula which is true in 9’ 
can be obtained in this way. If it were so, then each formula would be either true 
bn some P-system or false in all P-systems. We are now going to prove that the set 
of formulas obtained in this way is the ‘maximal possible’ in the sense that the 
converse of Theorem 5.12 holds, i. L’. no ‘better axiomatization’ of our theory is 
possible. 
Theorem 8.1 (Completeness theorem). Let Fbe a set of formulus. For each forrnr~k~ 
rY ii’ llcy Ii:, = x f or ever\: P-system .‘p which satis6es the set F, then F t Q. 
Proof. Suppose that non F +a. Then accordilig to Theorem 4.2 ICYI is not eq,ual to 
the greatest element of the Lindenbaum algebra of priorities logic, i.e. Iai f ~1. In 
the standard way we can prove that there exist’ a prime P-filter in the Lindenbaum 
algebra such that IIY I$ V. Let FY be a czlnonicai P-system determined by the filter 
V. On account of Lemma 7.8 .Yv I on F=_, i.e. jjt~l/,,~ # ,“i. 0 
As a consequence of Theorem 8.1 we obtain 
Theorem 8.2. For any formula CY the following two corditions are eqtti~alcnt: 
(1, t-CY, 
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(2) formula (Y is satisfied in every selective P-system Y = (X, A, RI, U, {Dp}pGp) 
such that 2 6 20, where XO is defined as usual. 
The last theorem says that P-logic is decidable. 
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